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(Short Thread) Russia as the savior for American White
Supremacy 
 
Much is shocking in the Motion for Pre-Trial Detention for
Christopher Paul Hasson (the guy planning to mass
murder liberals) but one detail jumped out at me.  
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1/ On page 3, Christopher Paul Hasson is quoted as writing, “Looking to Russia with

hopeful eyes . . .” 👇 

 

Last summer, Tucker Carlson said Trump was right and America should “rethink

America’s alliances."

2/ Fox News (and Tucker Carlson) began actively pushing Russia as our new ally: 
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Remember when Sen. Rand Paul went to Moscow to open “lines of communication”

and invited Russian lawmakers to the U.S? 

Julia Davis
@JuliaDavisNews

Tucker Carlson says Trump is right and the U.S. should "rethink 
America's alliances," seems to be echoing #Russia's Foreign 
Minister Lavrov's talking points about Iraq and Libya. Rand Paul 
immediately agrees. Fox News will now actively push Russia— 
our adversary— as the new ally.
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1,492 people are talking about this

Sen. Rand Paul meets Russian senators in Moscow, invites them to th…
Get breaking national and world news, broadcast video coverage, and exclusive
interviews. Find the top news online at ABC news.

https://abcnews.go.com/International/sen-rand-paul-meets-russian-senators-moscow-i…

3/ And when Giuliani was in Armenia headlining a pro-Putin conference:

Trump Lawyer Rudy Giuliani Headlines Pro-Russian Conference In Ar…
Trump attorney Rudy Giuliani has a new side gig: conference headliner in Armenia.
The 74-year old Trump defense attorney spoke Tuesday in Yerevan at the…
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And how about when eight Republicans celebrated July 4 in Moscow?

https://talkingpointsmemo.com/news/trump-lawyer-rudy-giuliani-headlines-pro-russian-…

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/eight-republicans-spent-july-4-in-russia-whe…

4/ What’s behind all the Russia-GOP love?  

 

Putin "beckoned" to the America’s far right wing (@timothysnyder_ 's word), and the

right wing responded, seeing Russia as the savior of the white race.

5/ Remember when Charles Lindbergh led the America First movement and wanted

the U.S. to form an alliance with Nazi Germany instead of England and France? 

 

Same basic idea.

More Americans Supported Hitler Than You May Think. Here's Why On…
Bradley W. Hart, author of 'Hitler's American Friends,' on why that history isn't
better known—and what we can learn from it.

http://time.com/5414055/american-nazi-sympathy-book/

6/ The idea is popular that the Trump-Fox-GOP kowtows to Russia because they care

compromised.  

Maybe they want the alliance. 

These are not mutually exclusive. There can be both kompromat and a desire for an

alliance . . .

7/ . . . particularly because those Americans who worked with Russia during the

election are compromised by virtue of that alliance. 

 

We know there were some. The Mueller docs refer to unnamed Americans who

worked with the Russians:
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• • •

Summary of Evidence From the Court Documents - Russia Investigatio…
All the facts on this page were taken from the legal documents filed by federal
prosecutors, which means they’ve been thoroughly investigated, and the
prosecutors believe … Continue reading "Summary …

https://russia-investigation-summary.com

8/ Here are six possible reasons the GOP chooses Russia: 
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(Thread) In the choice between Putin-style oligarchy and liberal 
democracy ( ) the Trump GOP has chosen Putin. 
 
Now, why would they do that? 
 
I’ll give you 6 reasons. Then I’ll offer a suggestion from a CSIS 
report about what we can do about it.
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All my threads are now blog posts. You can read this one here:

Russia as the Savior for American White Supremacy - Musing about la…
[View here as a Twitter thread] Much is shocking in the Motion for Pre-Trial
Detentionor Christopher Paul Hasson (the guy planning to mass murder liberals)
but one detail jumped out at me. 1/ On page…
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